MCH reading room,
303 Mandel atrium

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 15
NOON-12:45 PM
Music at Mandel
Music at Mandel presents
From India: Rhythms of Life
MCH reading room,
303 Mandel atrium

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 22
NOON-12:45 PM
Faculty Lunch Symposium
* “Tangible Assets: Gold” and Other Materials in a Discontented Diaspora
Aparna Baskaran (Physics), Nancy Scott (Fine Arts), and Sophia Language and Linguistics)
MCH reading room,
303 Mandel atrium

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 29
NOON-12:45 PM
Music at Mandel
Music at Mandel presents
“Education in a Disconnected Universe”
Dietmar Wilder (Africans and Latin American Studies/Sociology/Education)
MCH reading room,
303 Mandel atrium

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27
NOON-12:45 PM
Faculty Lunch Symposium
* “The Language of Politics in Greater China”
Marion Smiley (Philosophy/Political Science/Women’s, Gender and Sexuality Studies), James R. Miller (Biology/Environmental Studies)
MCH reading room,
303 Mandel atrium

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 4
NOON-12:45 PM
Music at Mandel
Music at Mandel presents the PNI Project
MCH reading room,
303 Mandel atrium

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 11
NOON-12:45 PM
Music at Mandel
Music at Mandel presents
From India: Rhythms of Life
MCH reading room,
303 Mandel atrium

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 18
NOON-12:45 PM
Music at Mandel
Music at Mandel presents
“Aida Yuen Wong (Fine Arts)
MCH reading room,
303 Mandel atrium

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19
THURSDAY, NOON-12:45 PM
Music at Mandel
Music at Mandel presents
“Bridging the Two Cultures”
Bridging the Two Cultures*
MCH reading room,
303 Mandel atrium

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 26
THURSDAY, NOON-12:45 PM
Music at Mandel
Music at Mandel presents
From India: Rhythms of Life
MCH reading room,
303 Mandel atrium

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 29
NOON-12:45 PM
Music at Mandel
Music at Mandel presents
“Provincializing Europe in a Warming World”
Lecture Three
Mandel Lectures in the Humanities
MCH reading room,
303 Mandel atrium

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 6
NOON-12:45 PM
Music at Mandel
Music at Mandel presents
“Aida Yuen Wong (Fine Arts)
MCH reading room,
303 Mandel atrium

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 7
NOON-12:45 PM
Faculty Lunch Symposium
* “Tangible Assets: Gold” and Other Materials in a Discontented Diaspora
Aparna Baskaran (Physics), Nancy Scott (Fine Arts), and Sophia Language and Linguistics)
MCH reading room,
303 Mandel atrium

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 14
NOON-12:45 PM
Faculty Lunch Symposium
* “Tangible Assets: Gold” and Other Materials in a Discontented Diaspora
Aparna Baskaran (Physics), Nancy Scott (Fine Arts), and Sophia Language and Linguistics)
MCH reading room,
303 Mandel atrium

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 21
NOON-12:45 PM
Music at Mandel
Music at Mandel presents
“Aida Yuen Wong (Fine Arts)
MCH reading room,
303 Mandel atrium

THURSDAY, JANUARY 11, 2017
NOON-12:45 PM
Music at Mandel
Music at Mandel presents
“Tangible Assets: Gold” and Other Materials in a Discontented Diaspora
Aparna Baskaran (Physics), Nancy Scott (Fine Arts), and Sophia Language and Linguistics)
MCH reading room,
303 Mandel atrium

THURSDAY, JANUARY 18, 2017
NOON-12:45 PM
Music at Mandel
Music at Mandel presents
“Aida Yuen Wong (Fine Arts)
MCH reading room,
303 Mandel atrium

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 1
NOON-12:45 PM
Music at Mandel
Music at Mandel presents
“Aida Yuen Wong (Fine Arts)
MCH reading room,
303 Mandel atrium

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 8
NOON-12:45 PM
Music at Mandel
Music at Mandel presents
“Aida Yuen Wong (Fine Arts)
MCH reading room,
303 Mandel atrium

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 15
NOON-12:45 PM
Music at Mandel
Music at Mandel presents
“Aida Yuen Wong (Fine Arts)
MCH reading room,
303 Mandel atrium

Aida Yuen Wong (Fine Arts)
MCH reading room,
303 Mandel atrium

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 22
NOON-12:45 PM
Music at Mandel
Music at Mandel presents
“Aida Yuen Wong (Fine Arts)
MCH reading room,
303 Mandel atrium

THURSDAY, MARCH 1
NOON-12:45 PM
Music at Mandel
Music at Mandel presents
“Aida Yuen Wong (Fine Arts)
MCH reading room,
303 Mandel atrium

THURSDAY, MARCH 8
NOON-12:45 PM
Music at Mandel
Music at Mandel presents
“Aida Yuen Wong (Fine Arts)
MCH reading room,
303 Mandel atrium

MCH reading room,
303 Mandel atrium

THURSDAY, MARCH 15
NOON-12:45 PM
Music at Mandel
Music at Mandel presents
“Aida Yuen Wong (Fine Arts)
MCH reading room,
303 Mandel atrium

THURSDAY, MARCH 22
NOON-12:45 PM
Music at Mandel
Music at Mandel presents
“Aida Yuen Wong (Fine Arts)
MCH reading room,
303 Mandel atrium

THURSDAY, APRIL 5
NOON-12:45 PM
Music at Mandel
Music at Mandel presents
“Aida Yuen Wong (Fine Arts)
MCH reading room,
303 Mandel atrium

FRI, MARCH 3
NOON-12:45 PM
Annual New Book Reception
Mandel atrium

FRI, MARCH 24
NOON-12:45 PM
Annual New Book Reception
Mandel atrium

For questions, please contact:
Matthew Schratz
Matthew.Schratz@brandeis.edu

*These events are for members of the faculty and invited guests; all other events are free and open to the public.

Major funding for the MCH comes from the National Endowment for the Humanities and the Mandel Foundation.

For questions, please contact:
Matthew Schratz
Matthew.Schratz@brandeis.edu